T7560  TRO VE SAM SAO  (VIETNAM, 1982)
(Other titles: Retour a Sam Sao; Return to Samsao)

Credits: directors, Nguyen Xuan Chan, Dan Thanh; writers, Cam Ky, Nguyen Xuan Chan.
Cast: The Anh, Phuong Thanh, Nguyen Dang Khoa, Dieu Thuan.
Summary: Melodrama set in the Vietnamese highlands among the Hmong people in the early 1950s. Evil landlord Giang Ciao forces two young lovers apart, marrying the girl Sung Trinh himself and sending the young man Thao Sur to work as a coolie for the French. Years later Thao Sur returns as a guerrilla to liberate Sam Sao village from Giang Ciao.
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